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WOOD-ULTREX® SERIES

Coastal homes have a reputation 
for severe weather. The location 
that gives you fantastic views also 
magnifies the elements such as 
severe temperatures, sun, salt and 
wind day in and day out, wearing 
down your home’s exterior faster. 
Integrity from Marvin® offers a line 
of IMPACT products that are Built 
to perform® in coastal conditions 

Integrity IMPACT products, featuring Ultrex 
construction, sustain the structural quality of your 
home. Ultrex is the perfect material to withstand 
the harshest coastal conditions. Its combination of 
strength, minimal expansion/contraction rate and 
superior resistance to heat, UV degradation and 
corrosion means that IMPACT products won’t only 
stand up to the storm — they will stand up to time. 

The Ultrex® 
Advantage.

To help you visualize: 34,000 pounds is 
equal to eight and a half adult white rhinos. 

So now imagine how much your entire 
window can handle!

And Ultrex is so tough, we have to use 
diamond-edge blades just to cut it to size.

•	 	Low-maintenance,	high-durability	Ultrex	has	 
low conductivity, offers unmatched strength  
and is corrosion resistant.

•	 	Patented	Ultrex	premium	finish	offers	superior	
performance, reducing chalking, fading, scratching, 
UV degradation and worries.

•	 	Unlike	vinyl,	which	can	distort	in	extreme	heat	or	
streak and crack in fluctuating temperatures, Ultrex 
expands at virtually the same rate as glass, so the 
entire window stays tightly sealed, with no leaks, 
seal failures, or stress cracks over the long term. 

•	 	15+	years	of	proven	experience	have	led	to	superior	
tooling and fabrication capabilities, meaning all Ultrex  
parts are optimized for performance requirements.

•	 	Benefit	from	exceptional	fit	and	finish,	 
including detailed profiles, radius  
profiles and clean, balanced  
sightlines for an architecturally  
inspired appearance.

Your fierce  
weather friend.

8X
MORE RIGID
THAN VINYL

 JUST ONE  
SQUARE INCH OF 

ULTREX CAN HOLD

34,000 
POUNDS!



Polygon 
Windows

Awning 
Windows

Casement 
Windows

Double Hung 
Windows

Outswing 
French Door

Sliding 
French Door

Pultruded fiberglass
Thin strands of strong glass cable,  
saturated with compounded 
resins to create a durable material. 

Integrity Ultrex construction
The patented and advanced thin 
wall construction technologies  
of Ultrex allow for detailed profiles  
and	component	optimization.

Integrity Wood-Ultrex  
Series interior
Selected solid pine wood, 
classically detailed and milled 
to satin smoothness, ready for 
stain or paint. Also available with 
optional white interior finish.

No worries. No sacrifice.
IMPACT PRODUCTS FROM INTEGRITY

Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) 
or DuPontTM SentryGlas® 
Plus (SGP) Interlayer

Energy-Efficient 
Airspace Framed  
By Metal Spacer Bar

Glass

IMPACT ZONE THREE

Products meet International Building Codes for many  
East Coast States, from Rhode Island to Florida to Texas

Design pressures approach 65 psf for negative loads

Stands up to wind-borne debris test 8' long 2 x 4 stud shot  
at 50' per second

Extensive +/- pressure testing (9000 cycles)

Sustains winds up to 140 mph

The strongest choice.
FINISHES

GLAZING

Stone White 
(exterior )

Cashmere 
(exterior)

Pebble Gray 
(exterior)

Bronze 
(exterior)

Evergreen 
(exterior)

Every window and door comes standard with 
LoE

–2-272®insulated glass with Argon or optional 
LoE

–3-366® for superior performance and 
long-term energy cost savings.* Tempered and 
tempered obscure glass is available.
*  Argon gas not available in high elevations where 

capillary tubes are required. 

Simulated Divided Lites (SDL)
SDL are bars permanently adhered to both sides 
of the glass for a more authentic divided lite 
appearance both inside and out. 

Wood Interior Grilles
Wood Interior Grilles provide the rich warmth of 
real wood while concealed contact points allow 
for easy removal and cleaning.

Side note: GBG and SDL with spacer bar are not 
available on IMPACT products

HARDWARE

Integrity hardware is available in five finishes.  
PVD metal finishes are standard for doors.

Almond Frost BrassPVD

Satin NickelPVD

White

Oil Rubbed 
BronzePVD

Pre-Finish  
White 
(interior)

Bare Wood 
(interior)

For more information on Design Pressure 
Ratings and Wind/IMPACT Zones, visit  
INTEGRITYWINDOWS.COM

Insulated, laminated IMPACT glass featuring LoE
–2-272®  

or LoE
–3-366® with Argon gas for optimal energy 

efficiency in any coastal climate.

Corrosion resistant hardware, such as stainless steel 
multi-point	lock	bolts	and	fasteners,	PVD	handle	set	
finishes, as well as coastal-grade adjustable hinges.

Reinforced	products	that	don’t	sacrifice	design	—	thanks	
to the strength of Ultrex®, concealed reinforcement 
requires no bolt-on or manually engaged fasteners.

IMPACT products are engineered specifically for the Eastern Atlantic 
and Gulf of Mexico coastal areas.

DIVIDED LITES

833%
L E S S
EXPANSION
THAN VINYL

Integrity Ultrex exterior
The patented finishing process 
integrates an impermeable 
factory	finish	up	to	3x	thicker	
than	competitive	finishes,	making	
Ultrex	5x	more	resistant	to	
ultraviolet (UV) degradation over 
time. Available in Stone White, 
Pebble	Gray,	Cashmere,	Bronze	
or Evergreen. It can be painted 
with no impact on its protective 
properties or warranty.

CERTIFIED  
FACTORY MULLING
OR FIELD MULL  
KITS AVAILABLE



Enjoy life  
on the coast.

For more information, 
visit INTEGRITYWINDOWS.COM

The strongest choice for coastal living.
Coastal conditions magnify the effects of the weather on your 
home. While other products scratch from use, distort from 
heat and fade over time, IMPACT products from Integrity® 
offer the highest level of performance because they’re made 
of Ultrex®. This pultruded fiberglass material with a patented 
coating process is weather resistant, strong, energy efficient, 
stable, and long lasting.

•	 UV-resistant	finishes	to	withstand	the	sun

•	 Corrosion	resistant	materials	that	won’t	rust	in	the	salt	air

•	 	Heat	deflection	so	windows	and	doors	won’t	
compromise performance or aesthetics

Stability for an unpredictable environment.
The strength of Ultrex also translates into superior stability. 
Ultrex is 6x more rigid than vinyl. So issues of instability  
and	less-than-perfect	alignment	are	not	a	concern	with	 
IMPACT products.

•	 Ultrex	resists	distortion	even	at	temperatures	up	to	350°F

•	 Expands/contracts	833%	less	than	vinyl

•	 Dark	colors	like	Bronze	fade	28%	less	than	vinyl

8X
MORE RIGID
THAN VINYL
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